
How It Works
To calculate drift, Racelogic found a clever way to 

make use of existing technology from the VBOX and 
three simple motion sensors—one lateral and one 
longitudinal accelerometer (they are 
used to align the box) and one yaw-
rate sensor. The DriftBox comes with 
a 10-Hz global-positioning-system 
(GPS) processor, meaning it’s able 
to collect data 10 times a second 
(the VBOX has a 20-Hz processor, 
allowing it to collect data 20 times 
a second). 

Like the VBOX, the DriftBox 
communicates with GPS satellites. 
To work properly it needs to “see” at 
least four of these satellites—there 
are 24 orbiting the earth. As you 
travel in a car with a DriftBox, it 
measures the tiny shifts in arrival 
time of the radio signals bouncing 
between the satellites and its 
GPS antenna. From that shift, the 
DriftBox calculates distance, speed, 
acceleration, and lateral acceleration. 
In other words, it knows in what 
direction the vehicle is heading and 
how fast it’s going. As you drift, the 
yaw-rate sensor helps keep tabs on 
the direction the car is pointed. The 

vehicle is heading and direction it’s pointed is known as 
side slip or drift. 

Every 10th of a second, the DriftBox records how 
much you’re drifting, how fast you’re going, and how 
many g you’re pulling. 

ing us to squint hard at the display, not a 
good thing to do while trail-braking. 

If you are a club racer, autocrosser, drag 
racer, performance-car enthusiast, or Tokyo 
Drift wannabe, the DriftBox offers tremen-
dous value. For more info or to order one, 
contact VBOX USA, 1368 Anderson, Claw-
son, Michigan 48017; www.vboxusa.com; 
248-655-0557. ■

Drift Angle
68˚

Drift Speed
32 mph

Lateral g
0.81

Score
9.68

Keeping Score
The main feature of the DriftBox is that it provides 

a score for each drift you make. Racelogic took it a 
step further by allowing all DriftBox users to interact 
with one another and go online to www.DriftBox.com 

categories: 50 to 74, 75 to 99, 100 to 124, 125 to 159, and 

on the memory card called scores.txt. A 16-character 
alphanumeric code is attached to each drift. Go to 
the Web site. Enter that code, and your drift score is 
automatically posted in the right speed category. Not 
to brag, but yours truly currently holds the high score in 

score based on g level and drift angle, the higher the 
better. Speed doesn’t directly weigh into the equation. 
But severe drift angles and high g levels are harder to 
maintain at higher speeds. Hence, higher speeds—
within a speed category—grant higher scores. Good 
luck trying to beat us!

Split 1: Braked much later in Turn 
One, then carried 1.8 mph more 
through Turn Two; gain, 0.7 sec. ■ Using the DriftBox software, I was able to 

create this track map, view my racing line, and 
analyze lap and split times. With the software’s 
help, I brought my lap time down from 1:41.0 to 
1:40.1. Look at my notes at each split to see how. 

Split 2: In Turn 
Three, braked 
later, on the gas 
sooner; gain, 
0.2 sec.

Split 4: Exited 
Turn Seven 1.8 
mph slower; loss, 
0.2 sec.

Split 3: Carried 
3.2 mph more 
speed entering 
Turn Five but then 
traveled through 
Turn Six 4.1 mph 
slower; no 
net gain.

Start/Finish: On 
the throttle much 
earlier in Turn 11; 
gain, 0.2 sec.

Split 5: Braked later into Turn 10, but that 
forced me to get on the throttle later; no gain.
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DriftBox is simple with its six-button layout.
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Lap Comparison

GingerMan Raceway, 
South Haven, Michigan 
1.88-mile, 11-turn road course
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